
Nature: Guardian (he is personally satisfied when he has had the mental, emotional or physical strength to protect 
weaker beings)
Demeanor: Jobsworth (the face he presents the world, and an ideal he aspires to, is pleasure in a simple routine)
Myers-Briggs Personality Type: ISTJ ("Examiner") – relative to other Gamorreans

Family: Ogharod (meaning "quiet") was born to a sow named Ghemma, in the Buckleb clan (meaning "rock-tooth"), on 
Gamorr.

Early life: Ogharod was raised by several sows. The sows were very protective of him when the boars became upset at 
Ogharod's tendency toward contemplation and attention to detail. The buckleb clan regularly collected rare mushrooms 
with different hallucinagenic properties, to trade for weapons and tools with smugglers on the Triellus trade route. A 
particular protocol droid, CZ-3-Do, always represented the traders – Ogharod was intrigued by how thoughtful and 
polite the droid was in the face of the abuse and taunting that came from both the Gamorrean bulls and the traders 
themselves, and began what Ogharod took to be a friendship with the droid.

A little older: Ogharod was labelled a sissy-pig, and slated for execution within two years, if he did not take self-
imposed exile (which would involve the complex network of Gamorr family and clan connections spreading the word 
about his disgrace to the whole planet). Ogharod decided that he wanted to go to Coruscant, where he could become 
educated with beings that didn't consider it sow-ish to try and understand the world. He worked hard digging tradeable 
mushrooms for a warlord who controlled several caves, and like many of the other bulls on the line pocketed a couple. 
On one of the visits by the traders, he asked CZ-3-Do to accept the mushrooms in trade for passage to Coruscant. After 
CZ-3-Do consulted with the traders, he replied that he could get Ogharod to another planet, not Coruscant, where 
Ogharod would work for credits to eventually get passage to Coruscant. There were a lot of terms that Ogharod didn't 
fully understand, like "interest" and "principal" "amortization" "capital investment" and "down-payment" – the upshot 
was that Ogharod had sold himself into debt-bondage to a Hutt named Babur on the planet Teth.

Earning freedom: Freedom was hard-won. On a Teth vacation resort ("Grand Cove") owned by Babur he bussed 
tables, did some cleaning and maintenance of guest rooms, and general handy-bull work. After two years of menial 
labor, to pay for his transport over-and-above the cash value of the mushrooms, and another three years of more skilled 
labor working off the interest on his debt and room-and-board (originally keeping the tour-ship clean for short exogorth-
watch cruises but after apprenticing to the Zabrak Captain Skag Volptune eventually learning to pilot the ship solo for 
short runs), Ogharod was released from debt-bondage, and had earned a one-way ticket off Teth. Overall, Ogharod did 
not aboect to being a servant – life was richer even for a menial laborer on Teth, some of the customers were nice, and 
Babur was honest enough that Ogharod always knew how much work he would have to do and how frugally he would 
have to live to become his own master. It was also an easy introduction to galactic life, where Ogharod met all types.

A Free Gamorran: By this point, Ogharod had become very respectful of hard work and good accounting practices as 
a primary means by which the lowly or destitute could raise themselves. He began to see credits and money as the 
means by which the work or labor done to fulfill others' wants and needs at one time could be held in reserve to be 
traded for one's own (or one's descendents' own) wants and needs later. Ogharod is very respectful of rule-of-law as the 
means by which the hard work of the lowly could eventually purchase freedom and self-sufficiency, and fulfill thier 
dreams. Without rule-of-law and respect for persons and property there could only be corruption, and the meaning of 
money would be nought.

Attitudes towards Empire: It became clear, based on overheard conversation between customers at Grand Cove, that 
the Coruscant of today would not be as welcoming to a free Gamorrean as the Coruscant of yesterday. Apparently 
Palpatine had used some legal fictions and trickery to destroy rule-of-law itself, and to begin replacing it with a cult of 
personality – in which no property (inlcuding life or freedom) would be respected. Ogharod longs for the fairy-tale 
Coruscant in which free beings could purchase esteem and respect by supplying the needs of others through honest 
trade, and blames Palpatine in partcular for the decay of regular authority and justice in the Empire, and for the rise in 
corruption. He particularly respects the Twi'Lek Senator Cato'Ar Torazz'A who speaks so forcefully for a return to 
traditional Republican virtue in both public and private life.

Ogharod's Loves: Rule of law,. Independence. A friendly word from any sow with good birthing hips.

Ogharod's Hates: Those who substitute power for justice. Those who substitute glory for honor. Those who substitute 
skim Bantha-milk for whole.

Why he's on a transport to a core world: To immigrate to a civilized planet, where he can be his own master and 
make his fortune. To try and live the Republican dream. The brochure made it sound exciting, and had a picture of a 
Gamorrean bull on the beach surrounded by sows.


